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THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS AND INTERNATIONAL 
PRESENTATION OF AMERICAN ARTS* 

I. Introduction 

At the conclusion of the National Endowment for the Arts' first 

decade of existence, it is well established in terms of public and Con-

gressional accepbance, respect by artists and art consumers, and possession 

of internal vigor and sense of purpose. A suggestion is now being made that 

the Endowment's activities be further expanded in the international arts arena 

by eliminating the section of its authorizing legislation which restricts 

grant support to activities within the United States. This paper deals with 

the background of this suggestion, current activity in the international 

arts field and the spectrum of possibilities for rhP EnrlnT.1rr11:•-r>.t i-r>. the i.nt!O'!'.'-

national area. It is based on interviews with Endowment personnel, State 

Department and U.S. Information Agency officials, and on Congressional tes-

timony and other relevant written materials. 

II. Background 

The call for Endowment funding of arts activities abroad has been 

raised by artistic leaders and unions, citing the individual artist's need for 

overseas experience and financial opportunities, and cultural organizations' 

needs for the prestige of international acclaim. The hope is that the Endowment 

will be able to add its funds to the overseas programs now sponsored by the 

* Prepared by Neila Sheahan, Associate, Bicentennial Resources 
Development; on detail from the United States Information Agency. 
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Department of State, or that the Endowment will replace State with a total 

international cultural budget larger than the latter's annual $1 million. 

The issue has also been contemplated by officials of the Endowment and the 

artistic conununity, not only on the grounds that overseas arts presentations 

should be funded more substantially, but also that a politically neutral 

organization, rather than the foreign policy establishment, should perform 

this function. 

The Endowment is regarded as a great hope with respect to both 

aspects of the question--greater funding and politically neutral control. 

In funding, it is only in the last ten years that the concept of any official 

federal support for the arts has been accepted, and the Endowment receives 

credit for this due to its impressive record and persuasiveness. In addition, 

since tile Enc.i.owrnt:!ui.:. J.::; r..uuwu 1.v ;:,c:i.. vc: , .• - - +- .1 - - ., ., _.... .I. .... _ - - ...... .f- ~ ,.. """ .... - ... ~ ,... "';'"'...,. ~"'""'.; ·, ....... .; "~ e." 
VL.ljll;;"""L...J..V-..:;..1..J \-I.a.""" ir......&..,...LoU'-' _..__..., ---o- ...... ~.:...~---·-.:...:.· 

and the American public, and to have a sense of the contributions that inter-

national arts activity can make to serving these groups, quite apart from any 

connection with foreign policy concerns, it is felt that the Endowment could, 

by example and advocacy, contribute constructively to expanding and improving 

the presentation of American arts overseas. 

III. Possible Directions for the Endowment iu Supporting Presentation of 
American Arts Internationally. 

A. Non-Program Activities. This includes activities not involving 

provision of grants, allocation of program funds and, therefore, 

presumably requiring no change in the Endowment's authorizing 

legislation. 

.· 

''!'_: .... 

... __ ~<J ~··. 

-~;~ -: ..... ,. 
<:·\: ~ .... -
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1. Advocacy 

From ten years' experience with the needs of artists, the 

public, and "the arts", the Endowment is in a unique position 

to encourage the view that cornmunication in the arts builds 

common bonds between performers and audiences, and among 

peoples. The arts can build international bridges by evoking 

emotional responses unhampered by language, as well as making 

a positive statement about the vigor, diversity and creativity 

of American society. Support for international arts activity 

serves not only the irnmediate needs of the artist and the 

national image but also the long term objective of better 

communication and understanding among states and peoples. 

Acfo0""""Y nf t-hi l'l theme can he pursued without anv drastic change 

in the Endowment's current activities. Rather than suggesting 

that the Endowment's role be expanded, its officials might simply 

urge in public speeches, Congressional hearings, and professional 

meetings, that the arts be recognized as one of the most important 

and effective means of presenting America to foreign audiences. 

It might also argue that the State Department and/or United States 

Information Agency budgets be increased for this purpose, and 

that the cultural function be institutionally removed from the 

short term political responsibilities of these agencies. Further, 

the Endowment could expand its efforts in the private sector from 

the current emphasis on increasing support for the,~rts in the 
• H ,.'•~ •:• 

U.S. to increasing support for the overseas aspects of the arts, 

as well. 
. ·=. 

·.1, 

.. ·'·· 
. ~ ·.. •/ 
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2. Technical Assistance for Foreign Artists 

A belief in the value of communication through the arts 

implies support for the two-w<!Y, nature of exchange, and a 

need to assist foreign artists seeking contacts in this 

country. Aside from any question of financial support, it's 

been suggested that the Endowment offer advice and information 

to the small group or individual foreign artists not sponsored 

commercially, drawing on its growing base of knowledge about 

arts groups and audiences throughout the country. 

3. Increased Efforts to Backstop the Agencies Responsible for 
the Presentation of U.S. Arts Overseas 

This area encompasses the Endowment's relationship with those 

to foreign audiences, excluding opportunities for cooperation 

with the Defense Department, which offers entertainment to 

American audiences overseas. Thus, it includes the Smithsonian 

Institution, the Department of State and the United States 

Information Agency, touching on the Endowment's current contacts 

with those agencies at policy-making and operational levels, and 

pointing up areas of possible greater cooperation and liaison. 

In general, at the highest levels, a unity of interest in max-

imizing resources and seeking out the ·be$t ?f American arts 
' .... ·'\ 

militates toward producing as much coordination and cooperation 

as possible. This attitude is maintained throughout the 

;f 

. · . ... '\ ... 
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operational levels, limited only by some conflicts of priorities 

and objectives, sooe lack of understanding of the mission of the 

other organizations, and shortages of time and staff. 

a. Current Policy Contacts-:·The Inter-:~ency Cornmittee 

Although the Endowment maintains liaison with the institu-

tions noted above through informal contacts at the Director 

and Assistant Secretary level, the first formal liaison 

takes place through the Inter-Agency Committee at the 

Deputy Director level. This Committee, composed of members 

from the two Endowments, the National Collection of Fine 

Arts, USIA and the Department of State, was formed in 1973 

to discuss major projects, policy questions, and problems of 

mntnal interP-st in arts and culLural areas. Accordir,g Lv 

the subject' matter of each monthly session, appropriate guests 

from other agencies are included. Some of the topics dis-

cussed have been: copyright laws, the "Art in Embassies" 

program, coordination of the evaluations of American speakers 

and performers, and the art exhibit indemnity legislation. 

Until Tecently, the Inter-Agency Committee has been occupied 

with the question of providing for financial and organizational 

arrangements for American participation in international art 

l ., , 
·i ·, 

t 
; ~ 

) 

festivals 'aT:n·oad. By combining resources, with the Arts Endow- . ; 

ment .providing budgetary support, fhe Conunittee has set up an 

instl;utional structure to sift invitations to such festivals· 

··a~cr:··artange for selection of appropriate American works. The 

·: .. ··'! • •• • i~. • 

. - ~ .. 
:~ . ;· '· 

··,::: ,....,. 
" .. ~~ . 
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success of the Comni.i:'Ci:e'E': in tackling major problems such 

as this in a quiet, authoritative, and creative way augers 

well for future cooperative efforts. 

b. Current Operational Contacts--the Staff Level 

These contacts largely focus on the Endowment as a resource 

of materials and expertise for State/USIA needs. These are 
. 
the major activities of State/USIA, with an indication of the 

Endowment's contribution: 

. . :· 
. ' 

The State Department 

(1) Selects and sends American performing artists abroad, 

(2) 

under a $1 million budget, with half of this amount 

spent in Eastern Europe. The program abroad is 

administered by USiA. n1e .Enctowmeni:. .Program LJ:i.re1..:tors 

and panel members have sometimes served on State 

selection panels for these groups. In a few emergency 

situations, the Endowment has provided a grant to a per-

forming arts group selected by State for a tour abroad 

which has encountered pre-tour financial difficulties; 

the grant has generally covered rehearsal time in the 

United States. 

Under the International V~sitors Program, brings some . ':· .... 

artists and art administrators to the U.S. for orienta-

tion. The choice of visitors is made by Embassy staff 

overseas and may or may not include =~r~i~~$,,in ·a11;r· 
... . ... ;.'':.': . ... 

g~ven fiscal year. The EndoWIT1ent has often provided 

such groups or individuals information on arts adminis-

tratj.<:ih and arts activities in the United Stj:l.t;cs • 

..• . 
. ... 

• •t; 
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(3) Sends some artists abroad as lecturers under the 

American Specialist Program. Requests for speakers 

in a particular field are made by posts abroad; the 

individual speaker is chosen by State. Endowment 

officials have given some of these lectures, which 

has also enabled them to attend international con-

ferences, with the travel funded by State. 

(4) Provides grants-in-aid to private groups sponsoring 

exchanges or other special projects. A small budget 

is available to each geographic bureau in the cultural 

division of State, and projects for artistic exchanges 

can compete with other interests for these funds. By 

the US-UK Bic~ntennial Exchange Fellowship Program is 

from this source. 

(5) Provides grants for one year (sometimes one semester) 

to study/teach abroad for students and professors from 

all fields, including the arts. Grantees ~ust generally 

affiliate with an institution of higher learning. The 

Endowment has littlf~ ·connection with this program. 

.. The United States Information Agency . .·· 

(1) Provides information in foreign countries about the 

state of the arts and arts administration in the U.S. 

The Endowment occasionally provide~ ·mat.e.~ials. · ... :. ·::· ·•, ... • • ;"'• • 

.. 
,• ... ~,£' .. :1,.: .;. . ,. 

. -·'; ~: } ?~ ·.: ;i~ :i?.f. 
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(2) Presents exhibits, films and other cultural 

"products" to foreign audiences. The Endowment 

is sometimes asked for assistance in access to 

such materials, and for advice on what's new and 

good in the arts. 

(3) Sponsors concerts, theatrical events, dance per-

fonnances of American works, presented by American, 

foreign, or combined groups. USIA stresses the 

contemporary and experimental rather than the well-

known and prestigious. USIA can bring a group from 

country A to country B but generally can't "import" 

a group all the way from the U.S. The Endowment 

doesn. t have inpur: inr:o Li:ti:; d.l:t:..Lv.i. i.:y uuL:::i>.; -:::·.c 

abroad asks for an artistic judgment on a group and 

USIA consults the Endowment. 

(4) Administers State's overseas arts presentation 

program. The Endowment is not involved in the 

overseas phase. 

(5) USIA's Voluntary Speakers Service programs American 

lecturers overseas, paying per diem and local travel 

costs, but not overseas travel. Artists and/or arts 

officials intending to go abroad can make their 

travel plans known to USIA's cultural services 

division if they are interested in extending their 

speaking program and/or increasing their professional 

contacts abroad. 
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4. Areas for Improvement in Cooperation with State/USIA 

Since the Endowment represents a resource to State and USIA, 

rather more than the contrary, the following suggestions for 

improving cooperative efforts and, hence, the presentation of 

American arts overseas focus more on what the Endowment might 

do, ~!though efforts to achieve more effective coordination are 

the responsibility of all. 

a. Mutual Understandin& 

A greater effort might be made by Endowment staff to under-

stand the extent of the overlap and the divergence of USIA/ 

State/Endowment interests and objectives, in order to acl).ieve 

greater convergence where nossihle and de::il wi.th t.hP c1:i,fft;>,..PT1.<:'e~ 

without exaggeration. 

Given a mutual interest in presenting the best of American 

arts overseas, there are still philosophical differences. USIA's 

purpose is not first and foremost to serve the artist, but to 

contribute to a long-term favorable image of the U.S., viewing 

contact among artists and art "consumers" as contributing to 

this goal. This doesn't mean that USIA "rips off" the artist 

financially OF.politically, however. It, like the Endowment, 

lives with limited .fu:~~ls and tries to maximize resources. It 

do7~ not ask an artist to- ·p_rovHle a product or service at a 

cheap·er_ price than he'd otherwise earn overseas. It tries to 

, .. 
• .. 

'•. 

·. . . . .. . .... . (" 

=.". l • 

.. ·. . : ' ·' .. _ ...... 
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introduce his work to an audience to whom it is unknown 

and presumably not yet in demand, connnercially or otherwise. 

In exceptional cases, it is hoped that American artists share 

USIA's belief that presentation of our artistic heritage and 

innovations overseas contributes in the long term to national 

objectives, and will make special efforts to aid this. Polit-

ically, although USIA has a short term information (media) as 

well as cultural component, the functions are well separated 

and artists are not drawn into the day-to-day USIA role of 

providing "hard" information about official policies. 

The State Department's cultural mission is not the presentation 

of American arts overseas, but the furtherance of mutual under-

states. The arts presentation activity is one means in this 

effort, but it is regarded by some high level State officials 

as the least effective of the tools available. It is viewed 

as producing relatively short-lived and superficial effects, 

as well as affecting a random and perhaps favorably predisposed 

audience. Much of State's relatively low priority for the arts 

component of the exchange activity also stems from the history 

of Congressional directives and limitations imposed on the arts 

program. If the arts element seems small now, it is large in 

comparison to the "bad old days". 
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It would be worthwhile for Endowment/State/USIA staff to 

recognize and discuss these variations in mission and/or 

philosophy, perhaps by discussing the broad questions of the 

purpose of overseas arts' presentation, the relationship to 

short and long term goals, and the relative benefits to 

audiences, participants and sponsors, much as in the advocacy 

channels mentioned above, but within the official establishment. 

Areas of mutual interest might be sought out and strengthened. 

Without a greater sense of connnon purpose any organizational 

changes may result in just additional meetings and bothersome 

bureaucratic layers. 

b. Provision of Products 

Low priority is gJ.ven in the .bnci.ow1ne11t: t:o receiving, cataloging, 

and preparing lists of special projects or grant products that 

would be of use to USIA. Endowment staff feel that for their 

own use this should be done, but have little time for it. 

USIA would very much like to have easy access to the grant 

products--tapes, films, photos and the like--even if eventually 

it were to decide not to use them overseas. 

c. Rights 

As with artists' fees, USIA has limited funds for purchasing films 

and other materials for overseas·use. When these materials are 

produced through Endowment funding, it might be possible to make 

them available for appropriate use abroad so that the taxpayer 

is not "paying twice". 
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Although the Endowment has '.t;;~-;:tain rights under non-exclusive 

licensing arrangements to use grant products, and in individual 

instances has arranged for use by USIA of particular products, 

the principle has generally been not to restrict the grant 
I 

recipients rights to products resulting from a grant, including 

overseas rights. 

The question involves both policy and legal considerations but 

it is worth rethinking whether the Endowment's grant funding 

could or should be made conditional on provision of overseas 

rights to use of resulting products by USIA. This has been 

discussed previously, and is likely to be of increasing interest 

to USIA as the Endowment gets more involved in the media as 

~ . 1 .. · ~ 
UUl.'Ulllt::UL.a.J.y C:UlU ClJ. L. J.UJ.llll:; • 

d. Selection of State-SponsorP.d Groups for Overseas Presentation 

At one time State asked the Arts Endowment to handle its selection 

of overseas performing groups entirely and the Endowment was un-

willing to take this on, primarily because of staff time con-

siderations, and perhaps a reluctance to become entangled in 

the State panel system when the public access question appeared 

likely to undermine the pos~(iL.ilities for confid~µ~ial discussion . . . 
., .· -'. 

The matter might well be raised· again within State and the Endow-
... ~ . ·.· 

ment, since (a) Endowment panels are ~ell qualified to make the 

selections, (b) Endowment panels could inclu~.e. cor:s.idera~ion of 
. . . . . 

the needs of the artistic groups in their d~l~b~ra~ions: 
: ,\ 

.. 
'.) .. ;·,~:~.·: .· .,,· 

·;, ., 

. . 

... ;. ;~~:1?·;(,,,~ ~~;;J 
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(c) the effort would increase the Endowment's experience with 

international arts activities and its ability to argue for 

greater funding for silch activities, and (d) Endowment selection 

systems should mitigate occasional criticism of State's choices 

as "unprofessional". 

e. Clearinghouse Function 
. 

The State Department Arts Advisor perceives a need to bring 

together in a more organized information system the desires of 
I 

arts groups to travel and perform abroad and the State/USIA 

mission to present American arts overseas. A clearinghouse aper-

ation is envisaged whereby a person/office knowledgable in the 

plans of arts groups intending to travel abroad would coordinate 

with the programs uf off:i..cial µos cs in couflt1:ies near tl1e planue<l 

itinerary, in order to extend the tours to the maximum extent 

feasible. Currently, this function is performed on a small scale 

in the State Department, but only as groups volunteer the infor-

mation about their plans. The Endowment might be a better source 

for keeping in touch with artistic travelers and encouraging tpem 

to info:::.-m the government overseas establishment of their plans 

and needs. 

5. Mea~s~. for Improving Cooperation 

. . :~. ~. ...... · . a. Liaison Personnel 
• .Jo~-' ... . . .• .. In i'e.c·ent years, USIA has occasionally provided staff to the 

Endowment on a loan basis. This staff naturally feels a respon-

sibility to be alert to activities in the Endowment that might 

. ~· ' 

...... 
• .. 

... : ··;· 

•• 7. '. 
,• ...... ·- -. ,· 

•·. 
7~~-·. ·· . .. . . . 
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be of value to USIA. In the light of this experience, the 

Endowment might consider establishing a liaison person or office 

for international programs, which would be aware of the needs 

of State/USIA, seek out appropria.te products, and coordinate 

overseas travel plans of arts groups. An international staff 

could also prepare statements and speeches for Endowment 

officials on the role of the arts internationally, and would 

logically expand to handle the Endowment's own international 

programs if the legislation were to be changed and the Endow-

ment's own programs were to spread to the overseas sphere. 

b. Orientation and Training Programs 

State and USIA personnel might be invited to participate in the 

staff training programs of the Endo-v.rment--to explain their ob-

jectives, programs and problems. Similarly, the Endowment could 

seek to include discussion of its activities and philosophical 

views in the training programs of the State/USIA establishment, 

such as at the Foreign Service Institute, at the junim·:, middle 

management and senior levels. 

c. Personal Contacts 

Personnel should be encouraged to know their counterparts in 

other agencies--at the State Department Bureau of Educational 

and Cul.ttiral. Affairs and at the USIA Cultural Services and film 

sections. This relates·, of course, to the need to be aware of . . .. 
'•'· 

the drgardzations' overall.missions, as well as new programs and 

· .. 
opportunities for cooperation. Est~blishing and maintaining 

these contacts is complicated by the fact that the foreign policy 

.·· 

' . 
. ··. . • .. ···: 

.· " 
,•,· . ,. '~· . 
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agencies rotate their officer personnel with exasperating 

frequency. 

B. Program Activities. This encompasses direct funding by the 

National Endowment for the Arts in the presention of American 

arts overseas, 

1. purrent Programs 

Within its current legislative limitations, the Endowment is 

already involved in some aspects of American arts activities 

abroad and related international arts exchanges. Although 

restricted to arts support "in the United States", occasional 

international projects have a sufficient American component to 

satisfy the Endowment's guidelines and priorities. These in-

elude support for: 

a. State Department overseas cultural presentations (noted above); 

b. international conferences of arts groups held in the United 

States; 

c. an occasional foreiga·:.ax:tist to visit the U.S. at the re-

quest of an American organization, such ~s in the Artist! 

in-Schools Program, or to work with American artists here 

in a unique international context; 

,:f.•:d··. the American aspects of an international festival, such as 

the grant to ~he :Jpole~o Festival .. for its planning stage 
.··· 

~ : ' ' . ~ . 
taking place in this country, or a grant to the Festival of 

the TPo Worlds, which involved Americans travelling abroad,-

covering costs of administration and auditions here; 

. . 

~ ; . ~ 
. ·:· ..... :. -~· . 
·-~· ..... i.· •. ~ 

.. · . .. 
' .. . . 

,. 
·;-. ~·· .. 

.·· . 
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e. individual professional development fellowship grants, 

defined to include the possibility for the artist to 

use the funds for travel overseas or shipping an exhibit 

abroad; 

f. international activities as part of larger projects, such 

as a grant to an organization which includes international 

work among its objectives--for example, the International 

Theatre Institute--or an arts group whose production is 

intended for presentation both here and abroad; 

g. the newly-created International Art Exhibition Office, 

which will coordinate U.S. ,participation in international 

arts festivals; and 

h. a grant to the League of Cities-Conference of Mayors to 

enable acceptance of an invitation by the Council of 

Europe to represent this country at the Architectural 

Heritage Year Conference in Amsterdam. 

Except for the fellowships, the above projects are rare and con-

sidered exceptions from the bulk of the domestically oriented grants 

structure. Panels, the General Counsel, and the overseeing Con-

gressional committees are aware of such projects and feel that in 

certain circumstances the seemless web of the international community 

makes it impossible to restrict all projects to 100% national elements. 

It must be emphasized that these grants are exceptional not pri-

marily because of the legal restriction, nor because of objection 

. . ' .. 
·· .. 

.... 
. • ·i : ••.. 
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by other organizations with legislative responsibilities for 

presentation of American arts overseas (which, on the contrary, 

welcome these supplements to their own meager budgets), but 

because the Endowment's own sense of priorities limits the bulk 

of projects to the domestic scene. As outlined below, changing 

the Endowment's authorizing legislation could have an effect ranging 
. 

from minimal to drastic, depending upon the attendant changes in 

funding, organizational structures and philosophy underlying the 

concept of official support for presentation of the arts abroad. 

2. Program Possibilities 

If the legislation were to be altered, the Endowment could support 

expanded international programs from its funds in several possible 

ways·--(a) ~..;ithou.t 
4 ., ,.. "I .. 

l.I~crei.i.SCU LU.l".1..;..~1.ii6' (b) 

in the context of its current mission to support American arts 

and artists, concurrent with State and USIA pursuing their 

activities for their objectives, and (c) the Endowment's assumption 

of the entire overseas arts function, replacing State/USIA in 

this activity. 

a. No Increased Fun.ding. 

Merely changing the legislation would not open the floodgates 

to increased grants for overseas projects, although many requests 

might ensue. Within the Endowment, opinion ranges from those 

who feel that artists need to break away from the belief that 

an international tour is a sin~ qua £2.!! for one's professional 

',t 
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reputation, to thoBe who maintain that international ex-

change is important enough to deserve a piece of the budget 

even now. The prevailing attitude holds that overseas projects 

are worthwhile, but only if additional funds are made avail-

able above and beyond the nonnal increment in funding that's 

taken place over the last decade. "So much needs to be done 

here" is the often expressed view. Although foreign activity 

may serve the individual artist, the American audience is not 

simultaneously served--barring, of course, real exchange 

activities, which is a touchy question. One Endowment program 

director even suggested that the legislative prohibition allows 

the Endowment to side-step an innundation of requests from such 

,...... __ ."',....,.. ...,,.. ..,.l""\'""'m11.....,,.;r,,. f"''hn"l""''ll ~c 
t::>----s:- .... -- -----~~-----J ---------·- ';, 

down because of low priority or quality. 

b. Increased Funding for the Endowment to Support Programs Abroad 
Concurrently with State/USIA. 

This configuration eliminates the financial problem described 

in the first alternative, but involves a different set of 

problems--mainly organizational and policy. Although some 

Endowment officials feel that their Congressional oversight 

connnittees accept the ratio·nale o~ the artist' s·\:~~e:d for 

international experience and.·.recognize the value of international 

artistic exchange not justified in foreign poli~y tenns, a 

substantial and conspicuous international p~ogxam ~~ght cause 
~A. . : • ' .... • 

.· 

., 

. •.! . : .... \ . .. . 

.... · . 
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. . ~ . . . 
·:·~ ~·~~.'." ..... .· :· ... : :, 

the connnittees responsible for ove,.:.s'eeing the conduct of 

U.S. foreign relations to concern themselves with these pro-
.. 

·g~ams. They may well hold the view that any officially-sup-

ported arts present~tion overseas refle.cts. on the image of 

the U.S., and Congress may.require some degree of content 

control, perhaps through State Department consultation. 

On policy grounds, State and USIA would not raise objections 

to a third party in the international arts sphere. Recognizing 

the Endowment's slightly different rationale, the possibility of 

consultation and the likelihood of occasional joint projects, 

State and USIA would welcome the development. In fact, these might 

well wish to extend to other cities the tours of a performing 

with USIA might be·~ jittle more complicated, since USIA often 
.. , .. 

:-<. 

wishes to bring Ame'rican art"ists into .''-pntact with their counter-

. '. . 
parts and· supporters _a: road througn r2'cc;:>tions, workshops, and 
.. 
i:'n'fonnal: gatherings,: Mcist._ artist~ ·find thi.31 professionaHy t. 3e-. . . ~ . ' .. 
ful, or are at leai~·~illi~$ to be helpful.in USIA·d 1Jf£orts.to: ., .. ; 

. ... : .·,: .: ~-\:· . 
. ~. . ~. . 

facilitate ~orr.munica,t.ion. · Some artists .. tj1ay:.fee1. that this 
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course, be avoided through efforts to be aware of the conunon 

inte.cests of the two organizations, as .. noted above. 

Finally, any division of similar responsibilities among several 

organizations can create bureaucratic jealousies at the operating 
~~ 

level, in spite of admonitions for cooperation and reminders 

of, mutual .obj~ctives from top officials. 

Another policy ramification concerns favoritism or conflict of 

interest. A difference in degree may become a difference in kind 

in the case of internatione.l programs. If the Endowment is 

occasionally subject to allegations of favoritism and is under 

.. 
political pres~ure to spread out its grant largesse, the con-

.Could multiply these problems. 
~- ... 

. . . 
Organizationally, tln Endov:ment would h,ave to examine its internal 

structure and coordination with other overseas ng_nciec in the 
;. ... · .. 

administration. of: a· forei.gn program. 
•'w ..... .. . .~ . 

:)~:...ng pressu.ce for more StfJ,ff; new gu?.d~1ines would have to be .set; 
.. ~· . ' . 

..... : . . · ··?~w pane~ 'tn.E:rn?ers with internatioµ.al experienc~:: mi,ght be called for . . .. 
~·. .. 

· .' .. Wh'ile· these ·c~anges could probably :be incorpo1 :ited. into the Endow-
~ . . : . : .. . . . ; . . . . . . . : . . ' ., . ._ 

: inent '·"' '.cu;-+en~ ·structure, · espec{a 1.iy if gr·ante .. ·were · co°i_f'i,ned ·to: an 

.. 

. . ··"-~·-.::.: . . ....... 

": expat;sjo.~ .,6£· ·t.~~e ~eli~v~·shi~. p~·or~:-;t·:t9. intern~~~-.on:.~ .. -~_cJi~~:ty or. a.~ '. ~ ;'. 
.'..expansion o.:f r'ourfog 'g:ant;:L to~.l"n~bt-c· OVeTseas"fr.avel.~ 'l.~ >~uffici'ent'. ,,. 
·: .. :· ;,,:·.:-. ... ··~: .. ~ " .. : ... ·~~<~:ii .. :·.~;:·~ ·~ ~· ·. -.~:·:~~ ·. ··.···-~· ;:_ 
.... ··:._- ~~:... ! .• • ., •• .:-.. • ~- • , • : ' .. ··: .;~· •• :· _ ... ,,._/1·· :. ~-: ;:';, 

~- ... .., . "'·' ... : .. ·: ;~/ .. , ·::"· • ·. .•:r :· .• : .. ,, 

.'. . '. ': . :' /). . . . .. ; .. ~ . :e:~.~.:~-~.·~ ... :;_,_:·~\ . 
:.. . .. .. ' . . . , ·~· ; ·. · . 

.'..' ~f • .. · :· ~ .. ' • • . • ..... . ... .. 

. .,. . .... .. . . . ;;-. ;:_,,. .. -:· . 
\'·:yr·:·>;. " .. i ..... , .. '• 

. .. "'.'• . .. -~·. , . ·:· ··; 
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projects cut across disciplines and if the c'oordination with 

s.t~te/USIA and the administration of overseas activity involved 

subst:antial staff effort, the Endowmen~ ,tlj.ight need to develop an 

international program section. Some questions to consider might 

be: 

Would grants be given to foreign sponsors to support an 

American touring group? What legal questions would this 

involve? 

How would grants for overseas activities be evaluated? 

Would Endowment staff need to travel abroad? 

Would grants be limited to groups and individuals who 

-.·: · could haD.dle their own prog:r<::>.ms abroad, already having 

.·.· . ~ 

.. . .. 

• ; 5• 

. "· .. •: ..... ..,, . . .. ~ ' .. , ... 

. . ~,:..~·, 
. "• :-,,· _·, ..: '~ ... , 
• l' • ',; 

··.·. . ~· . ~ . 

. .. . . 

···,., 

.. · . 
......... 

.. ·· .... . 
• <, ... . 

.·· .. 
. .. 

cont~cts with institutions or sponsors, or would g~ants be 
·. 

ofictad for pro3ects that would require assistance~from 

Einbassy staft7· <;: .. .. . . 

How aboLt ':-rofits? State-sponsored grantees.have their ex-
\· 

. pens~ 3 and fees co',;.;;r'ed, and any pr~fit_.b~yon~· th".i:: is re·· 
. ' 

turned to the U.S. ~reasury . Ar(t s.ts'. have 11 ing t;~d ;r Endow-.. 

.. 
..· . 

. •,\ .··:·~' · .. 
~· ::-:·~i.· 
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c. Assumption by the Endowment of the Overseas Arts Function, 
Repladng State/USIA in thi.s Activity 

This implies the occasionally mentio·1e4 concept of a 

"Ministry of Culture". The considerations noted in Section b, 

above, would apply in spades in this case--i.e., the 

need for organizational change, development of an overseas 

program administration, and probable Congressional concern 
.. 

with program content and the distribution of grants. In 

addition, the Endowment would inherit the problems of dealing 

with Eastern Europe, where cultural exchange cannot be 

divorced fro;11 political negotiations and issues even if we 

want to do so . 

.. .. . ·: ~ ... ~-. . ~ 

inherit. an information obligation to send arts grovps. to areas 
•. ". .... J·. • • 

of the w1)!·ld .\;:hm~c ~ gap ln knowledge of Amer:L(~'. .. 1 .ar'-: exist:;.~ .. 
.. ~ -

and where thr;::J:e -'in1$1J.t be no expectat;I. ·,n. ·of commercial demand 
. ... 

.... 
until .s'.~.;~i1. a:ct popular. 'Th:Ls would include s ornc · . .; 

... 

•' .· 

.. an~as .. • .. 
outside of th.e: ncst:ern Euro1).e. rnarlce'-., and mi ht-be of .less 

-··~ . .. • ·· ... ~ ... 
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of the value of exchange in the ar~~ presentation field, 

although this was fully accepted, and demanded, in the 

··e~u.cation field . That climate may be changing, and if ex-

change in arts beco~es ~n objective, it involves assuaging 

union fears as well as taki~g on the administrative chores of 

handling incoming presentations. These factors, as well as 

· C 'the Endowment's feeling about the value of the in.t;ernational 

arts activity, in and of itself, will enter into the decision 

as to whether the Endowment desires to take on this role. 

Befcire such a change could take place, an alteration in the 

whole philosophical bas:s for official support for the arts 

overseas would have to occur. 

r • • ·•. _.,. • ..! - . - •• "" u J.. 1..11~. a.J.. ... ;:, .LU .L!.J.l..CJ.. U,U1..:.l.V!.:.f~..L. 

The long-term view of the role 

... ~ ~: .... "-• .• .• '"' .-
.!... •-.I'~--\.• ..1-V .I.A.I.I ' 

-.-.....-.~ ........... w,-.__...1 
U""'t'-·'-4.---

~qnne'c"t:ion to th~ short ~term~ foreign policy fur.ct ion, is an 
~ '!" ' • 

~~pprc:ach ~hose t.i~nP:·~ay be''coming rund;~,; the U.S. government 
..... k, .. 
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Congressional corrnnittees reviewing the Endowment would be 

.· ... -. ;;r~·r.·~ptive to the concept, and State officials feel that a 
. .: f .· .• :'. 

recession may be in.,t.he .offing of the attitudinal iceberg in .. ' ~ 

Congress that resulted ln ~ast drastic cuts to the arts presen-

tation program and demands that existing programs have a direct 

relationship to short-term goals. 

Indicative of this softening trend is. t;:he Congres~ional interest 

in the reports of two study groups--The Stanton and Murphy 

Commissions--which examined the problems of the linkage of 

short-term objectives ard the long-tenn cultural programs in 

one organization, and simultaneously looked at the awkward division 

Tiwy 

... ... . ;rec.;01nrr1e1vJci.l rc1~tructnr:.ng. the organizc...t..i..o.ns to elimin.e:i::e· the ... 
• <' .• 

· ai10~.1Hes, inclq.ding o.ne propvf:Ul that the cultural· ·£i.nd infor-
... 

.. .· .. <. 
.~ . . .· mat;!.onal functions oi llSTA be sepa·_c.t.ed··and that an International 

'· . . ~ . :~ ·~·-. . ... 
'• • ""' .• ·: • •.!" ""• 

·' 
' ' .· . ~ 
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However, although it would seem high time for a serious re-. 

consideration of the philosophic&l and organizational under-

·.pinnings of the international arts structure, there is little 
".: .. :. . 

expectation that the .Commissions I recommend;;i.tions will be 

implemented. For the moTent, it appears that State and USIA 

will continue to live with the c.mbiguities, cooperating and 

f!Oordinat:Lng as best they can. Neither is pressing for these 

changes iii: .t:oto, which obviously would involve serious costs 

and personnel dislocations along with any possible advantages. 

To implement an even mot(~.'· drastic change, such as the Endow-

ment's taking on this function, would multiply the problems. 

At present, it appears that neither the Endowment nor the 

othc~ organizations are prepared to arg~~ for this. 

" . ; .... 
·;.. .. : 

~ . . 
....... 

.. · .:. . .. 
·~ ... , ··.~ .. 

The likelie:."t .. sn1 :b€:.st course c;f ;:.:.ct:lor -\.;.:::1~ld- sc..em. to be for the Endow-
· . 

nIE'.nt t6 con':inue to its original 
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of organizational and philosophical change concerning the cultural activity 

in the foreign policY: establishment continue and· gtowi. perhaps fostered .. 
by Endowment leadership and advocacy, a logical ana:'~~~sier changeover of 

the whole international arts function to the Endowment may be envisioned 

in the future. 
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